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A CASE OF EXTENSIONS OF GROUP SCHEMES

OVER A DISCRETE VALUATION RING

By

Tsutomu Sekiguchi510 and Noriyuki Suwa

Introduction.

Let X->Y be a cyclic covering of degree m of normal varieties over a field

k. If m is prime to the characteristic of k and k contains all the ra-th roots

of unity, the Kummer theory asserts that the covering X->Y is given by a

cartesian square:

X --*(?*.*

I

/

le

Y ≫Gm.k ,

where 6 is the m-th power map and / is a rational map of Y to the multipli-

cative group Gm,k- On the other hand, if m―pn and /)=char.&>0, the Witt-

Artin-Schreier theory asserts that the covering X-+Y is given by a cartesian

square:

X >Wn.k

I I*

Y * Wn.k ,

where £B{x)―xp ― x and g is a rational map of Y to the Witt group Wn,k-

Therefore, if one wishes to deform a cyclic covering X―>Y of degree pn over

a field & of characteristic p>0 to a cyclic covering of degree pn over a field

of characteristic 0, it seems natural to consider the deformations of the Witt-

Artin-Schereier exact sequence

0 ―* (Z/pn)k -^Wn,k―> Wn, k ―> 0

over a field & of characteristic pX) to an exact sequence of Kummer type

1 ―> Jtipn,K ―> (Gm,K)n ―* (Gm.*)B ―> 1

over a field /f of characteristic 0. From this point of view, it seems most
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appropriate to consider the deformations of Witt groups to tori as the firststep.

In the one-dimensional case, the deformations of Ga to Gm are completely de-

termined by [9], and later independently by [3]. In fact, every such deforma-

tion is given by a group scheme Ga')=SpecA[x, l/(^x+l)] over a discrete

valuation ring A with a group law {x, y)^Axy-{-x+y, where 1 is a non-zero

element of the maximal ideal of A If we take A=ZP[Q with a primitive p-th

root C of unity, and X=C―1, then the exact sequence

0 ―^ (Z/p)A ―> S<≫ -^> QaP' ―> 0

where <p is the .4-homomorphism defined by x>-+{(Xx-Jrl)p―l}/2.p,gives the

unique deformation of the Artin-Schreier sequence to the Kummer sequence.

This exact sequence is firstnoticed by [3] and [4], and later independently by

[8]. In [3], the above sequence is used to liftan automorphism of order p of

a smooth projective curve over an algebraically closed fieldof characteristic p

to one over a fieldof characteristic 0.

In the higher dimensional cases, some examples of deformations of Witt

groups to tori have been illustrated by [4]. Later [5] has generalized the

argument of [4] and has developed a method for computing Exti(Sa＼ Qw),

the group of extensions of Ga^> by Qw. Furthermore, [5] has explicitly com-

puted ExU(5(/!), 3C>°)under the condition that p＼p (cf. Ex. 4.1).

In this paper, we shall compute the group Exti(5(/J),5C/O) for arbitrary X,

fi^O of the maximal ideal m of A, developing the argument of [5] and analyz-

ing such an extension by means of successive Neron blow-ups from a torus.

Our main result is as follows:

Theorem (cf. 2.3, Cor. 3.5 and Th. 3.10). Let A be a discrete valuation

ring dominating Z(P). Let 1, p. be non-zero elements of the maximal ideal m of

A with the order of fi=m. Then every extension 8 of Qa^ by SCf1 îs given by

a group S-scheme

5=Spec4[X0, Xu 1/tf^+l), l/{{iX^F{X,))-＼

with the law of multiplication

Xo'―>;Zo(g)Zo+Xo(8)l + l(8)Zo,

X1 h-^ ≪Z1RZ1+^1(g)F(Zo)+F(Zo)0Z1

+ -[F(Zo)(g)F(Zo)-FUZo(8)Zo+Zo(g)l+10Zo)]

where F(X)=l+ YiCiX1 is a polynomial with c^va satisfying the equalities

in
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for each r^O.

It will be noted that our method is applicable also to the case X=0, 1 or

ju=O, 1. In particular,
we recover the work of Weisfeiler [10] when 1―0 and

H is a non-zero element of m.

We now explain briefly the plan of this paper. In §1, some general facts

are discussed, concerning the Neron blow-ups. In §2, we analyze an extension

of Qa~>by Gw by means of successive Neron blow-ups starting from a torus.

Our main theorem is proven in §3; after establishing an analogue of Lazard's

comparison lemma [2], we determine step by step the polynomials F{X), satisfy-

ing the condition F(X)F(Y)~F(XXY+X+Y) mod.p. Some examples concerning

the extensions are given in §4. We conclude this article by noting that a

smooth affine 2-dimensional S-group scheme is not necessarily obtained by an

extension of smooth 1-dimensional S-group schemes, even though its generic

fibre and its special fibre are extensions of smooth 1-dimensional group schemes

each.

Notation.

Throughout the article, A denotes a discrete valuation ring and m (resp. K,

k) denotes the maximal ideal (resp. the fraction field,resp. the residue field) of

A, if there are no restrictions. We denote by v the valuation on A and by -k a

uniformizing parameter of A. We put S=SpecA

An S-group (resp. an S-homomorphism) means a group S-scheme of finite type

(resp. an S-morphism between group S-schemes, compatible with the group

structures).

For an S-group G, we denote by G#(resp. Gk) the generic (resp. closed'

fibre of G over S. Moreover, when G is affine, we denote by A＼_G~＼(resp.

K[_G~], resp. k＼_G~])the coordinate ring of G (resp. GK, resp. G*)and by ^4[G]+

(resp. K＼_G~＼+,resp. k[_G~＼+)the augmentation ideal of A＼_G~](resp. K[_G~＼,resp.

kTGl).

(n

For non-negative integers

-/)!/!
In particular

/On
＼o)~

n, I with ≪2>Z,we denote by ( j the number

1.
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1. Nerons blow-ups

We recall firstNeron blow-ups. For details,see [1], [9].

1.1. Let G be a flataffine 5-group and H a closed ^-subgroup of Gk- Let

J(H) be the inverse image in A＼_G~＼of the defining ideal of H in &[G]. Then

the structure of Hopf algebra on K＼_G~＼induces a structure of Hopf y4-algebra

on the ,4-subalgebra Aln^JW] of K[G~＼. Then G*=Spec4|>-7(//)] is a

flataffine 5-group. The injection ,4[G]C,4[Gff]=,4[>-7(//)] induces an S-

homomorphism GH-*G. By the definition,the generic fiber (GH)K->GK is an

isomorphism. We call the 5-group GH or the canonical S-homomorphism GH―>

G the Neron blow-uo of H in G.

Remark 1.2. It is readily seen that ^l[Gff]+=ii:[G]+ni[Gff].

Proposition 1.3. Let <p: G'-^G be an S-homomorphism of fiat affine S-

groups and let H' (resp. H) be a closed k-subgroup of G'k(resp. Gk) such that

(pk(H')CZH. Then there existscanonically an S-homomorphism (p=(p(-H'-H~>＼G'H'

―>GH such that 0k~<Pk- G'k^>Gk-

Proof. Let a: G'H'->G' denote the canonical S-homomorphism. By the

assumption, the image of (<p°a)k:{G'H')k->Gk is contained in H. Therefore, by

the universal property of Neron blow-ups ([9], Prop. 1.2), we get a unique

homomorphism & which makes the diagram

G,n>

1

G'

9

9

GH

i

G

commutative.

Proposition 1.4, Let G be a flataffine S-group, G' a closedflatS-subgroup

of G, H a closed k-subgroup of Gk and H'=Hr＼Gk- Then the canonical homo-
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morphism ip―ip11―^11'-11^:G'H'―>GH induced by the inclusion G'―>G is a closed

immersion.

Proof. Since H'=Hr＼Gk, J(Hf) is generated by J(H) in A[G']. Let n,

/i, ･･■, fr be generators of J(H) and gt(l^i^r) be the image of /< in ^4[G'].

Then

A£G'H'l=AlG'X7t~igu - , x-*grl,

i4CG']=i4CG][jr-1/i,-,Jr-7r].

Hence the canonical surjection /^[Gl-^ifCG'] induces a surjection ^4[Gff]-≫

i4[G/H'].

Remark 1.5. (1) The defining ideal of G'H' in GH is given by J{G')Kr＼

AlGHl

(2) In general, the square

G'H>

is not cartesian

I

G'

9

9

GH

I

G

Proposition 1.6. Let G be a flat affineS-group, H a closed k-subgroup of

Gk and G ―GH the Neron blow-up. Then, by taking the flat closure, we get

bijections among the closed K-subgroups of Gk―Gk, the closedflat S-subgroups

of G and the closed flat S-subgroups of G.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of EGA IV, Prop. 2.8.5.

Combining Proposition 1.5 and Proposition 1.6, we obtain the following

assertion.

Corollary 1.7. Let G be a flat affine S-group and H a closed k-subgroup

of Gk. Let G' be a closed flat S-subgroup of G and G' the flat closure of G'K

in G-GH. Then G' is the Neron blow-up of Hf＼G'k in G'.

Proposition 1.8. Let G be a flat affine S-group, H{DH closed k-subgroups

of Gk and H the inverse image of H in (GHl)k. Then there existsa canonical

isomorphism (GHl)s2^GH.

Proof. Take generators jt,fi,―fr, gi, ･･･,g≫ of /(//) such that J{Hx)

is generated by tz,flt ･･･, fr. Since the square
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ft
,
(GBl)k

H
?―*Gk

is cartesian, J{H) is generated by J(H) in y4[GHl]. Since fx, ･･･, fr

visible by re in A[_GHl~＼,J(H) is generated by it, gu ･■･,gs in A[.GHl~＼

we have

Al(GHl)fJ^=:AlGH1-]l7C-lgi) ...
^ ff-^f]

Theorem 1.9. Let

(#) 0 ―>G' ―>G ―> G" ―-> 0

are di-

Hence

be an exact sequence of flataffine S-groups, and let Ha closed k-subgroup of Gk,

H' the inverse image of H in G'k and H" the image of H in G'k'. Then the

sequence of S-groups

(#) 0―>G'H
<P=9H

GH
$=(pH

Q>'H- > 0

induced from (#) is exact if one of the following conditionsis satisfied:

(1) H^><p(G'k); that is to say, H={(pk)-＼H").

(2) G' is smooth over S.

Proof. Since (<P°<p)k=(<P°<p)k=Qand G' is flatover S, ^°^=0. Hence we

obtain a canonical S-homomorphism GH/G'H'->G//H＼ Obviously the generic fiber

{GH/G'H')K^{G"H')K is an isomorphism.

We prove that $k: {GH)k->(G"H＼ is faithfully flat under the condition (1)

or (2), which implies that GH/G'H'-*G"H" is an isomorphism ([9], Lemma 1.3).

Case (1). We identify i4[G"]c4[G] by <p＼G^G". We prove that the

sqaure

GH G≫H"

G 1―≫G

is cartesian, which implies that GH-*G"H" is faithfully flat.

By the assumption (1), the square

H >H"

I

G

I

G≫
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Is cartesian. Hence the defining ideal of H" in k＼_G"~]generates in k＼_G~＼the

defining ideal of H. Therefore J(H) is generated by J{H") in A＼.G~].Let jr.

fu'",fr be generators of J(H"). Then

AlGal=AlGllic-iflt -,x-lfrl.

Since A＼_C] is fiatover A[G"],

Case (2). Let B be a complete discrete valuation ring, unramified over A with

residue fieldk. Then obviously we have

GHRAB^(GRAB)HR≫~k.

Since 5 is faithfully flatover A, the sequence (#) is exact if and only if sc

is the sequence induced from (#) by the base change B/A. Hence for out

purpose we may assume that A is a complete discrete valuation ring with

algebraically closed residue field k.

Moreover, we may assume H"―G'k. In fact, let Ex be the inverse image

of H" in Gk. By (1), we get an exact sequence of S-groups

0 ―> G' ―> GHl ―> G"H" ―> 0.

Let H be the inverse image of H in (GHl)k. By Proposition 1.8, (GHl)H is

isomorphic to GH. Moreover, Hr＼G'k=H' and H is mapped onto {G"H")k.

Under these assumption, we prove firstthat the canonical map $(k): GH{k)

->G"(k) is surjective.

Let a(E.G"{k). Since G" is faithfully flat over S-Spec4, there exist a

complete discrete valuation ring B, dominating A and finiteover A, and c£

G"{B) such that the diagram

a

Spec B > G"

Spec k ――-* Gil

is commutative (EGA. IV, Prop. 14.5.8). Since B is strictlyHenselian and G'

is smooth over S=Spec^4, the canonical map <p{B)＼G{B)-^G'＼B) is surjective

(cf. [11], Th. 11.7). Take b^G{B) such that (p(B)(5)=a.

Furthermore, since H-*G'k is faithfully flat,there exist a complete discrete

valuation ring B', dominating A and finiteover A, and b^H(B^)Ak) such that

the diagram
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Spec B'RAk
I

h

Spec B<g)Ak * Spec k
a

H

GS

is commutative (EGA. IV, Cor. 17.16.2). Replacing B' by B, we may assume

that B=B'.

Then 5k-b is contained in G'(BRAk) = Ker{G{BRAk)->G"(BRAk)). Since

A is strictlyHenselian, B is finite flatover A and G' is smooth over A, the

canonical map G'(B)-+G'(B(g)Ak) is surjective (cf. EGA. IV, Th. 18.5.17). Take

c^G'(B) such that ck =5k-b in G'(BRAk). Then {B-c)k=Ek-ck=b<=H(BRAk)＼

that is to say, b―c is contained in GH(B). Let x be the image of 5―c by the

canonical map GH(B)^>GH(k). Then we have cj)(k)(x)―a. Therefore we see

that GH(k)->G"(k) is surjective.

We prove now that for any feLie(G*), there exist an integer n>0 and

y^KQv(GH(kUlin'])-*GH(k)) such that the diagram

Spec /?[e1/n]

I

Spec &[e]

y

t

>

(G*)≫

1

GS

is commutative, where s is a dual number.

Let ?eLieG£'=Ker(G//(£[e])-+G"(&)). Let 6 denote the completion of A[_G"~＼

along the zero section, and let t*: G―>k＼_s~＼be the local homomorphism defined

by t: Spec^[e]->G//. Moreover, let s*: 6-^-A be the local homomorphism

defined by the zero section s: Spec^4-≫G". Assume that ti^O. Then t*: 6―>

k＼_e~＼is surjective, and therefore, there exists a surjective homomorphism i*:

(5->i4[e] such that t*: 6-*k＼_e~]and s*: 6->A are factorized by 0->^4[e]^£[s]

and 0―>A[_e]-^A, respectively. Let t: Spec^4[e]->G// be the S-morphism defined

by £*:6―>A＼_e,~＼.Since A is strictly Henselian and G' is smooth over S―

Spec^, the canonical map ^C4[e]): G(^[e])->G//(^[£]) is surjective (cf. [11],

Th. 11.7). Take ≪gGU[s]) such that 0G4[e])(fi)=?.

Furthermore, since H^-G'k is faithfully flat,there exist an integer n>0and

u(E,KQr(H{k[elln~X)->H{k))such that the diagram
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Spec 6[s1/n] ･> H

I

,

＼*-

Spec kit] > Gil

is commutative. In fact, let U=Ker(£[G*]->fc[s]), and let 33O be a maximal

element in the set I of ideals S3 in &[#] such that (^*)-1(S3)=33n^[G//]=U.

Note that 2 is not empty because of the faithful flatness of <pk: H->G'kr. Then

we can see that &[i/]/230 is an Artinian local ring. Because look at the in-

clusions :

£[H]/S3o3fc[s]sfc[G*]/U=)fc.

By the normalization theorem, there exist parameters xu ･■･, xje^[//]/S30 such

that &[/T]/33o is integral over the polynomial ring k[xu ･･･, x{]. Let 5R be a

maximal ideal in k＼_x1}･･･, xz] containing (0: e)r＼k＼_Xi,･■■, x{]dk＼_Xi, ･■■, x{].

Then there exists an ideal S in fc[#]/S30 lying over $R and 6n^[e]=(0). The

inverse image S of 6 by the canonical map &[i/]->&[i/]/330 is obviously an

element of I, and we get that 58O=S. Therefore &[//]/230 should be the type

of &[s1/n] for some positive integer n. Let w' Ef/(£[e1/n]) be the point defined

by the canonical map &[//]->&[//]/330=&[y/ra]. Then u ^u'-ufcHikte1'11])

is a required point. Here we note that u'k<EKer(H(k)-^G"(k)), and H(k)d

H(k{_e1/n']) in the canonical way.

We denote again by u the image of u by the canonical map G{A＼_z＼―>

G(/l[s1/re]). Then ma-m is contained in G'(i4[e1/n]) = Ker(G(^[£1/n])->

G'^^Cs17"])). Since ^4 is strictly Henselian and G' is smooth over A, the

canonical map G'CACe^^HG'CArCs1'71]) is surjective (cf. EGA. IV, Th. 18.5.17).

Take yGG'U[s1/re]) such that vk = uk-u in G'(k[e1/n]). Then (u-v)k = uk-vk

= u^H(k[_£lln~]); that is to say, u―v is contained in Gff(i4[e1/n]). Let ;y be

the image of u-v by the canonical map Gjy(.4[s1/n])->G^(ife[e1/B]). Then we

get the required commutative diagram

Spec kWn]
I

y

5>

t

Spec fc[e] : > GS ･

From the above two facts, we can conclude that <pk: (GH)k-*(G"H")k = G'k'

is faithfully flat(cf. [7], pp. 109-111), and we accomplish the proof of Theorem 1.9.

Now we give two examples supporting the necessity of the conditions of
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Theorem 1.9.

Example 1.10. Assume that A has equal-characteristicp>0. We consider

the exact sequences:

F

0 > ZPjs > Ga,S > Ga,S > 0

W W W
F

0 ―> aPi k ―> Ga, k ―> Ga, k ―=*■0

WWW

0 -^ ap,k ―-> ap,k ―* {0} ―> 0,

where F denotes the Frobenius homomorphism. Let G (resp. G") be the Neron

blow-up of aPtk in Ga,s (resp. of {0} in Go>s). Then G" is isomorphic to Ga,s-

By Theorem 1.9.(1), we get an exact sequence

P

Q―+ap.k-^G―> G"=Ga,s ―^0,

where F is the canonical S-homomorphism induced by F. More precisely, A[_C]

=A[X, Yy(7tY-Xp) and F is defined by

X＼―> Xp : ^[G//]=^[Z] ―> A[G]=A[X, Yy(nY-Xp).

Now let H be the closed ^-subgroup of Gk defined by the ideal (X) in k＼_G"＼-―

klX, Yy(Xp)=A[X, YMnY-Xp)<g)Ak. Then H is isomorphic to Ga,k. Mo-

reover, we have exact sequences

F

0 ―> Rp,s ―> G ―>

u

0 ―>ap,k

u

Gk
w

Ga. s-^0

0 ―^ {0} ―^ i/―^C^a,& ―^0.

Let G (resp. G') be the Neron blow-up of H in G (resp. of {0} in ap,s)- Then

G' is isomorphic to av s> In this case, the sequence

0 ―> &Pis ―> G ―> G"―Ga,s ―> 0

is not exact. In fact, we can can easily see that FH: G->Ga,s is defined by

X＼―> Xp : A[X~＼―> A[G]=AIX, Y, Z~]/{kZ-X, kp~1Zp-Y).

Therefore (FH)k: Gk^Ga,k is defined by

X＼―>0: klX] ―> &[G] = £[Z]=,4[X, Y, Z]/(ttZ-X n*-lZ*-Y)RAk ;

that is to say, (FH)k=Q.
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Remark 1.10.1. G is isomorphic to Ga,s- In fact,

I^ffZJi―>^-1Zp,Zi―>Z:

A[_X, Y, Zy{izZ-X, ttV-'Zv-Y) ―> A＼_Z~＼

defines an isomorphism of G to Ga,s- Then the 5-homomorphism FH: G^Ga.s

is simply written 7ip~1F:Ga,s~*Ga.s-

Example 1.11. Assume that k is of characteristic p>0. We consider the

exact sequences:

0 > fip.s >

W

0 ―> fip,k ―>

Gm.S

W

Gm, k

U

p

p

Gm,s―>0

U

Gm.k―>0

U

0 ―> /ip.j―> ftPik―> {1} ―>0,

where p denotes the p-th power map. Let G(resp. G") be the Neron blow-up

of jjip.fcin 6rm.s(resp.of {1} in Gm.s). Then G" is isomorphic to £CE)=

SpecA[F, l/(wF+l)] (cf.2.1 or [3], Ch. I). By Theorem 1.9.(1), we get an

exact sequence
P

0―>fiP.k ―>G―>QW―>0,

where p is the canonical S-homomorphism induced by p. More precisely,

A[G1=A[X, l/X, Yy(7iY-Xp+i) and p is definedby

Y^―> Y : A＼Y,1/(jtF+1)] ―->AIG~＼=AIX,l/X, 7]/(^r-Zp+l).

Now let H be the closed k-subgroup of Gk defined by the ideal (X― 1) in

k[G] = ktX, Yy(Xp-l)=AiX, l/X, Yy(7:Y-Xp+l)0Ak. Then H is isomor-

phic to Ga.k. Moreover, we have exact sequences

0―> fip.s ―>

0 ―> fiP,k ―>

w

p

Q > QW >Q

u

Gk
w u

*―o

0―> {1} ―> if ―->Ga.*―>0.

Let G(resp. G') be the Neron blow-up of H in G (resp. of {1} in /tP,s). In

this case, the sequence

0 ―>G' ―> G ―> Qw ―> 0

is not exact. In fact, we can easily see that p
H .

G^QW is defined by
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7>―≫(0rZ+l)p-l)/jr:

A[Y, i/(ffr+l)] ―* j4[G]

=^i[z, l/x, r, z]/(ttZ-^+i, ((^z+i)p-i)/^-F).

Therefore (pH)k: Gk->Ga,k is defined by

Y＼―^0:

k[Y-] ―> klGl

= k[Z~]=A[X, 1/X, Y, Zy(nZ-X+l, ((7tZ+l)p-l)/7:-Y)^Ak,

that is to say, (pH)k=0.

Remark 1.11.1. G is isomorphic to Qw. In fact,

X i―> izZ+l, Y i―> ((7rZ+l)p-l)/;r, Zi―> Z:

yl[Z, 1/X, Y, ZVinZ-X+l, ((7rZ+l)p-l)/^:-F) ―> A[Z, 1/(^Z+1)]

defines an isomorphism of G to Si7C＼ Then the S-homomorphism pH: G―>5(7r:

is defined by

Zi―>{{izZ+＼y-l)/Tt: A{_Z,1/(jtZ+1)] ―> ^4[Z, l/(wZ+l)] .

2. Neron blow-ups and e<*>w

We recall firstsome notations and results of [3], [5].

2.1. Let iEnt-|0}. We define a smooth affine S-group £(/bas follows:

£<;>=SpeCi4[X0, l/(^o+l)]

1) law of multiplication

Zo i―≫^X0(g)Zo+Xo(8)l+l(8)Xo;

2) unit

Z0f―>0;

3) inverse

Xo^-Xo/(XXo+l).

Moreover, we define an 5-homomorphism aa:>: 3a:>-*Gm,s by

T .―> ^Zo+1: AIT, T-1] ―^ yl[Zo, 1/UZO+1)].

Then the generic fiber a^ : SiK)^Gm,K is an isomorphism. On the other hand,

the closed fiber 5^ is isomorphic to Cra,*.

Definition 2.2. Let F(J*O be a polynomial in i4[AT We shall say that
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F(X) satisfiesthecondition(#m) if

Mfelmod.nt and F(X)F(Y)=F(XXY+X+Y) mod. mm.
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2.3. Let X, //etn―{0} and m-v(ft), and let F(X) be a polynomial in ^4[X],

satisfying the condition (#m). We define a smooth affine S-group g(x-f>F> as

follows:

e<*-vF>=SpecAlX0, Xu 1/UZo+l), l/ifjtX.+FiXom

1) law of multiplication

Xo i―> ^Zo(g)Zo+Zo01+10Zo,

Xl y―^ fiX10X1+X^F(Xo)+F(Xo)RX1

+ -lF(Xo)RF(Xo)-FQXo<8)Xo+XoRl+lRXo)'];

2) unit

*,■―>0, *!!―>-[l-F(0)];

3) inverse

Xoi―>-X0/(XX0+l),

x, ^ -[l/iftXr+FiXoyi-Fi-Xo/axo+Dy].

2.4. We define an S-homomorphism gw-te^-w by

Zo h―> 0, X1 h―> Z+ -[l-F(O)] :

.4[X0, *i, 1/WX≪+1), l/(ju*i+F(*.))] ―> AIX, l/([tX+m

and an S-homomorphism £<■*-?'<*">-^g b̂y

^[Z, 1/UX+D3 ―> ^[Zo, X1; 1/UZo+l), lAiti^+FC^.))].

Then the sequence of S-groups

0 > ^cp) > ga,v;F> > ^c-!) > 0

is exact, i.e. ea-fl''F:>is an extension of Sa:> by 5(//). Conversely, any extension

of Ga~> by Q^ takes the form of

where F(X) is a polynomial in
^4[Z],

satisfying the condition (#m) ([5], Cor.

3.6).
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2.5. Let F(X), P{X) be polynomials in A＼_X~＼,satisfying the condition (#m)

If F{X)=F(X) modnt , then we can definean isomorphism of extensions:

II i'

0 ―> gw ―><5^-p
£>

=>qUi > o

by

Yo >―> Xo, Y1 >―* X1+-IF(X0)-P(X0)^ :

AIYO, Yu 1/UFo+l), l/ifiY.+FiYom ―≫

ilCXo, *i, l/(^o+D, l/Citi^+FCJf,))].

2.6. We define an 5-homomorphism aa-riF>: ea'^F^{Gm,sY by

To i―> ZX0+l, Tx i―> ftXi+FiXo):

A[T0, To1, T,, T71] ―* X[^o, ^i, l/(^o+D, l/ipXi+FiXo)):

Then we obtain a morphism of extensions of S-gronps:

0 ―> nin ―> f>a.r,F->―> Qa-> ―> o

1

aw 1≫ (Z,ft;F) I aa>

y

0 > Gvi.S > (&m,s)2 ^ Gm,S ^ 0.

Hence the generic fiber aQ**''*"*:̂''^^(G-'m.x)2 is an isomorphism. On the

other hand, the closed fiber <?^"";i?)is a unipotent &-group; more precisely,

qO..p;f~>js an extension of Ga,k by Ga,k defined by the 2-cocycle <p(X,Y)=

―£F(X)F(Y)-F(*XY+X+Y)] mod. m.
A*

Now we describe the S-homomorphism a^.^;^. ga.e;F->_+(Qm^sy using

Neron blow-ups.

2.7. Let F(X)=UaiXi be a polynomial in -4[Z], satisfying the condition

(#m). Put

Fj(X)= S fli^'

and

Gj(X)= S a^*-

Then we see readily that

Fj(X)= S Gt{X)

Lemma 2.7.1. (1) Fj-1(X)Fj-1(Y)=Fj-1(XXY+X+Y) mod. m^' for each j,

1 < i<Lm.
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(2) F^1(X)Fj-1(Y)-Fj-1(XXY+X+Y) = Gj(X+Y)-Gj(X)-Gj(Y) mod. m'+1

for each j, l<^j<Lm―1.

Proof. The firstassertion follows from the second. Assume that(1) holds

for j―i+1 (z^l), i.e.

Fi(X)Fi(Y)-Fi(XXY+X+Y)=Q mod. mi+1.

Then

{Fi.1(X)+Gi(X)}{Fi.1(Y)+Gi(Y)}

-{Ft-1(XXY+X+Y)+Gi(kXY+X+Y)}=0 mod.mf+1.

Hence

{Fi.1{X)Fi-1{Y)-Fi-1{XXY+X+Y)}

-{Gi(XXY+X+Y)-Fi.1(Y)Gi(X)-Fi-1(X)Gi(Y)}=0 mod.mi+1.

Since Gi(X)=0 mod. m* and Fi-!(X)=1 mod. tn(resp. X=0 mod. tn),

Fi.1(Y)Gi(X)=Gi(X), Fi-1(X)Gi(Y)=Gi(Y) mod. mf+1

(resp. Gi(XXY+X+Y)=Gt(X+Y) mod.tni+1).

Hence we obtain

Fi-1(X)Ft-1(Y)-Fi-1(XXY+X+Y)=Gi(X+Y)-Gi(X)-Gt(X) mod.mi+1.

Therefore we get our assertion by induction on / counting down from j=m.

2.8. Hereafter, we assume that X―izn and p.=%m, where tzis a uniformiz-

ing parameter of A, for simplicity.

We start off with the firststep.

Let Si denote the 5-group 8i7cijxsGm.S'

(1) Si is the Neron blow-up of {1}XGm,k in Gm,sXsGm,s- The canonical

homomorphism S1^-Gm,sXsGm,s is defined by

Xot―+7cY0+l, Xi^-Yii

ALXo, Xu 1/XO, 1/Zx] ―> A[Y0, Yu l/CffFo+l), 1/rj.

(2) For each ?,l^i^n ―1, 5i+i is the Neron blow-up of {0}x6rm>* in 5j.

The canonical homomorphism Si+1-+Qi is defined by

Xo i―> tt^o? Xi i―> y"i:

AIXO, Xlf l/tfXo+l), 1/X{]―+A[YO, Yu l/(7Ti+1Fo+l), 1/FJ.

(3) S^XsSW is the Neron blow-up of Ga,kX{l} in <2n=2^XsGm,s.

The canonical homomorphism <£?i->5rais defined by
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,4[X0, *lt l/UZo+l), 1/X{] ―> A[Y0, Yu 1/UFo+l), 1/Orri+l)] ･

Now we pass to the second step.

Let et denote the S-group ea'*hFi-*>. Note that ex―3a^Xs3w. By

Lemma 2.7.1,for / with l^j^m―1,

y>/Z, n^CFy-^^-.^D-F^^Zr+Z+y)]/^ mod.nt

= GAX+Y)/xJ-GAX)/x'-Gjy)/xi mod.m,

and therefore, the closed fiber(<2,)*.is isomorphic to (Ga,k)2- Let ^ be the

closed &-subgroup of (£,-)*defined by the ideal (Xt―G/Zo)/V) in

&[Z0, ZJ^^EZo, *x, 1/UZo+l), lA^^+F.^CZo))]^^.

Then ^ is isomorphic to Ga,k, and 6j+1 is the Neron blow-up of Fj in <?_,-.

The canonical homomorphism £j+i-> j is defined by

^[Zo, ^, 1/UZo+l), l/Cff^ + ^-iCJfo)]―■*

iicr,, yu l/UFo+i), l/c^Ti+F/r,)].

Summing up the above argument, we conclude that the S-homomorphism

aa.it;F>. ga.p;F>-+(GmtSy js obtained by the sequence of Neron blow-ups

eiZ-fiFi=en ―* em-x ―* > i ―> sn

=3<≫XsGm.s ―> Qn-i ―> > S1 ―> ((ym,s)2.

Rfmark 2.9. We can see that

ea-K'F'=em ―> em-, ―^ > ^ ―≫ ficJ)XsGBl5

and

S(-X:>XsGm,S= Gn *"Gn-lXsGm,s > "' ^ SlXsGm,S ^ (Gm.sY

are standard blow-up sequences in the sense of [9], p. 552, Remark 1. However,

=Ga>XsGm,s -^ Qn-X ―> > Qx ―> (Gm,sf

is not so.

Remark 2.10. One may note that

0 > Q(xi+h > ga.*i+1;Ffi > q(X-> > o

is the Neron blow-up of the exact sequence of k -groups



m

(cf. Theorem 1.9)
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0 ―> {0} ―> r, ―>Ga―>0

0 -―> g<-*}'>―> £<.*.?}･･fj--o . > g<.^ > o
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3. Exth(Sa＼ Q^)

In this section, we suppose that the residue fieldk is of characteristicp>0.

We fix X,≪Gnt-{0|. Put m=v(a).

Lemma 3.1.(Comparison lemma) Let ir(X)=d+c1Z+c2^24 ＼-cnXn be a

polynomial in A＼_X~＼with CjGtn. The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) F(X) satisfiesthe condition(#m).

(b) Cpr-iCj-pr-l =

if J=Pr>^, and

C prCj-pr =

pr-1
s

t=0

a

i-o＼

// ordpj=r and j^pr

/ j-pr-l+i ＼

＼j-2pr-'+2i)

j-

-p

2p r+2i]＼

＼cj-pr-i+dpr~1-lmo±mm

＼ i l

2p r+2z＼

＼cj-pr+ikpr-imod.mm

Proof. (a)=Xb): It is enough to remark that

F(X)F(Y)-F(JIXY+X+Y)

mi i=o＼

+ S
＼cl-

kiO I

k+l+i

l+2i

1=0 ＼

k+i＼/2i

2* ＼ i

)＼ i I J

＼ck+ilk-＼(XY)k.

Here we understand that cf―0 if f>n and co=l.

(b)=Xa): Assume that F(X)F{Y)^F(1XY+X+Y) mod. tnm. Take the

greatest s such that F(X)F(Y)=F{1XY -＼-X-＼-Y)mod. ms. Choose k,I such that

Put

and

CkCk+l ―

k+l+i＼{

l+2i ＼

l+2i ＼

＼ck+l+iX*-im0 mod. ms+1
* /

y=2*+/

g(X, Y): = [F(X)F(Y)-FaXY+X+Y)V7is mod.m.
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Let gj{X, Y) denote the homogeneous component of degree / of g(X, Y). Then

1) gj(X,Y)=gj(Y,X);

2) gj(X+Y, Z)+gj(X, Y)=gj(X, Y+Z)+gj(X, Z) (cf.2.6).

By Lazard's comparison lemma ([2],lemma 3),

{ c{{X+Y)1-Xi-Y1} if j is not a power of p
gj(X,Y)=＼ c

{ ~{(X+Y)j-Xj-Yj] if j is a power of p.

where c is a constant =£0. Hence the coefficientof xpr~1Yi-pr'1+Xj-pT'1Ypr'1

(resp. XprYj-pr + X}-prYpr) does not vanish when j~pr>l (resp. ordp/=r

and jizpT); that is to say,

pr-i/ j-pT-l+i ＼Ij-2pr~'+2i＼

Cpr-lCj-pr-l- S ^-pr-X +i^'"1-*^
'■°＼y-2/>'-i+2≫/＼ i /

mod. ms+1

when j―pr>l, and

// y-j>r+* ＼/y-2^+2i＼

CprCj-pr- S C^-pr+^^-^O mod. HIS
+1

'-0＼y-2/>r+2x7＼ i I

when ordpy=r and j^pr. Note that s+l^w.

Definition 3.2. Let a0, a,, ■■■,at^m. We define the polynomial F(X, a0,

au ･■･, at; Z)=l+ 2 CiX* in .4[Z] by

and

Ci = a0, cp = di, ■･･, cpi ― ai

1
Cl=TJ .iCprCj-pr

pr-i
s

1=0

(
3-pr+i ＼

j-2pT+2i)
I XCj-pr+iA Y
＼ i J

if ordpj=r and j^pr.

Example 3.3. (1) p=2.

F(X, a0, ax; X)^l + a0X+alXz+al(a0-2A)X3/3.

(2) p=3.

F(X, Go, ax＼X)=l + aoX+ao(ao-X)X2/2+a1X2

+ a1(a0-3X)Xi/4+a1(ao-SX)(a0-Ak)Xs/20

+ a1＼ial-X3)-j(aQ-2X)(ao-3m}x6/2O



+ ax

+ a
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{(fll-A3)-|-(Go-2^(Go-3^}(ao-6^ZV14O

{(flx-^8)―|(ao-2^Xflo-3^}(ao-6^)(a0-7;)^8/1120.
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Remark 3.4. The coefficientd of X1 in F(X, a0, alt ■■■, at; X) can been

seen as a polynomial in X, a0, au ■■･, ar (r=[logpf]) with coefficientsin ZCP).

By the definition,we obtain immediately the following assertion.

Corollary 3.5. Let F{X)=F{1, a0, au ■■■,az; X)=l+ 2 ctX＼ The fol

lowing conditions are equivalent.

(a) F(X) satisfiesthe condition(#m).

(b) CprCpr+l-pr = 2-i

/ pr+l-pr+i ＼/£r+1-

＼pr+1-2pr+2i)＼

2pr+2i＼

＼cpr+i-Pr+iPr-lmod.mm
i I

for each r^O.

Example 3.6. (1) p―2. F(X, aOtax＼X) satisfiesthe condition(#m) if

and only if ao(ao―X)=2a1 and a1(a1―Xz)―2a1(a0―2X)?.=0mod. mm.

(2) p=3. F(X, Go,fli;X) satisfiesthe condition (#m) if and only if

ao(ao-^)(Go-2^)=6a1 and a1{(a1-^3)-(3/2)(Go-2;)(ao-3^}(Go-2O;3)-3a1

{(a1-A3)-(3/2)(ao-2^)(ao-3^}(ao-6^)(ao-2^=0 mod. mm.

Remark 3.7. In [51, 6(a, X; X) denotes the polynomial

l+aX+
a(a―X)

2
X2+-- +

a(a-X)-(a-(p-2)X) Xv

(Here we employ a slightly different notation.) We see readily that F(A, a; X)

=$(a,A; X) and that F(X, a; X)--=$(a, A; X) satisfies the condition (#m) if

and only if a(a-A)~-(a-(p-l)l)=Q mod. mm. (cf. [51,3.7 and 3.9)

The following assertions also can be seen without difficulty

Corollary 3.8. Suppose that F(X)=F(X, a0, au ･･■,at; X) satisfiesthe

condition (#m).

(1) The closed fiber of &x･!*'･*">is the extension of Ga,k by Ga,k, defined by

the 2-cocycle S £7

721

XPj+Yp}-(X+Y)p}

P
where
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―ypj-iCpj-pj-i

i=0 ＼pi-2p^-1+2i
>r:' 1+2'＼

■
)

＼cpj-pj-i+iXp3 1~tY mod. m.

(2) // the closed fiber of e*-1-?-^ is isomorphic to (Ga.k)2, F(X) satisfiesthe

condition(#m+0.

Lemma 3.9. // a0, alf ■■･,atGxn and bQ, bu ■■■, bi<=ms, then

F(X, ao+b6> a1+ft1, ･･･, at+bt; X)=F{X, a0, alt ･■■,at; X)+ S btXpi

mod. ms+1

Proof. Let

F(X, a0+b0, di+bu ■■■,ai+bi; X)
161

and

TO, Go,fli,･･･,at; Z)=l+ S ciXi.
HI

We firstnote that,by the definition,

Cj=ar+hr=Cj+br
if j=PrtX-

Now let j be an integer >0, which is not a power of p. We show that

Cj=cj mod. ms+1, assuming that Ci=d mod. ms+1if /</ and i is not a power

of p. Put r=ordD /. Then, by the defintion,

and

Cj=

1

(/'
)

'"(/')

{pr-i

CprCj-pr― 2j
r=0

f 2>r-l

<CprCj-pr S

Obviously, j―prjri

/ J~Pr+i ＼[j-2pr+2i＼ )

＼j-2pr+2i)＼ i J

/ J~Pr+i ＼(j-2pr+2i＼ )

＼j-2pr+ 2i ＼ i J J

(l^i^pr―l) are not powers of p

Case 1: j―pr is

Cj
r

1

+ppr

1
(pv+p

V PT

')

1

a power of p

iCprCpv

Put j-pr=p＼ Then

vr-xt Pv+i ＼(p"-pr+2i＼ )

*-o＼p≫-pr+2i＼ i I J

hcpr
+ br)(cpv+ bv)-(

Vcp≫
+ bv)Xpr

1 ＼pV~pr )

pr-x/ Pv + i ＼(pV-pr+2i＼ )



j
c,-_pr+^pr~

jmod.ms+1,

-(

1

+p
pr

')
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＼brbv+(cpr― I

pv~pr I

＼PT)bll + Cpv+prbr-＼-CprCpu+pr
PV-PT I

r
vr-l PV

+
l ＼

i=1＼pu-pr+2i)

lp≫-pT+2i＼ }
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By the hypothesis of induction, cpv+i=cpv+imod. ms+1 for each i(l^i^pr―1).

Moreover, br, 6v+rems and cvv,cpv+Pr,̂ etn. Hence we obtain

1
(pv+pr
V Pr

-(

)

f / p*
<brbv+(cpr-＼
＼ ＼pv-

)

Xpr)bl/+ Cpv+ prbr-{-CprCpv+pr

pv-pr J i=1＼pv-pr+2i

1

(p'tn

f / p* ＼

＼CprCvv+vr―＼ ＼CpvXP

)(
i

h'x"＼

Pr-i/ pv+i ＼(plj-pr+2i＼ 1
-S k,*+,Jpr-t mod.ms+1,

f=1＼pv-pr+2ij＼ i I J

and therefore Cj=cj mod. ms+1.

Case 2: j―pr is not a power of p

o

1 {

r r V
I

tprtj-pr Zj I

J-pr+i ＼(j-2pr+2t＼ )

j-2pT+2iJ＼ i I j

＼cprCj-pr+ brCj.pr-2 Icj.^i^A
[ ^＼j-2pr+2i}＼ i )

j-pr+i U

-2pr+2i)＼

/ j-pr+i ＼(

＼j-2p*+2i)＼

j-2y+2i＼ i

j―2pr+2i

/

=Cj mod. ms+1

(J

1

)

(/')

By the hypothesis of induction, Cj-pr+i=Cj-pr+i mod. ms+1 for each i(0^i^pr―l)

Moreover, br(^ms and cpr,Cj-pr,fctn, Hence we obtain

icprCj-pr-{-brCj-pr Zj I

1 4=0 ＼;

■{CprCj-pr 2J
t=0

(

Jpr

1

)

(j
)

and therefore c.

Theorem 3.10. Let F{X) be a polynomial in A[X~], satisfying the condition

(#m). Then there exist a0, au ■･･, <z£em such that F(X)=F(X, a0, au ･■･, at; X)
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Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on m.

Note firstthat F(X)=1 mod. tn. Assume that there exist a0, au ･･■fl[Etit

such that F(X) = F(k,ao,a1,---,ai; X) mod. ms. (We take / so that

degFtf, Go, au ･･･,at; Z)^degF(Z).) Put

F(X)^F{1, flo,at,■■･, at',X)

and

Fs-t(X)= S c,Z', GS(Z)= S c^,
VCCpSS-l V(Cp=S

FS-1(X)=
^2

SjX*, GS(X)= S SjX'
VlCj) £S―1

where

V(.Cj)=S

F(X)= S CjXj, F(X)= S CjXj
.760 .760

Then Ff-x(X)=#_x(X) mod. ms and Ft-^X), Ft^(X) satisfy (#,).

Let e=ea^s'-Fs-^ and £= <*･*'■･*"-i＼ We define an S-isomorphism /3:

e~£ by

Fo ^ Zo, Fx i―^ Xi+^LFiXol-FiXo)! :

^[Fo, Fx, 1/UFo+l), l/C^'Fi+^-xCFo))] ―>

^[Z0, Zx, 1/tfXo + l),l/C^Zx + F.-xCZo))].

Since the closed fibers &k= k are isomorphic to (Ga,kY, F(X) satisfies(#s+i)

(cf. Corollary 3.8),and therefore

Fs-1(X)Fs^(Y)-Fs-1UXY+X+Y)=Gs(X+Y)-Gs(X)-Gs(Y) mod. ms+1

(cf. Lemma 2.7.1.). We define now ^-isomorphisms a: ek 2^(Ga,kf and &: Sk

~(Ga,ky by

To i―> Xo, Tx h-^ (X^GsiXo)/^):

klT0, T^―^klXo, X^AlXo, Xu 1/UZo+l), l/{ntXl+Fs.l{X,)y]RAk

and by

To h-> Fo> T, ^ (F.-G^Fo)/^8):

^[To, TJ ―> ^[Fo, F.l-^CFo, rlf 1/UFo+l), l/CffTi + A-iCF.))]^*,

respectively. Then a^i'a"1 is defined by

To ^ To, Tx ^-> T1 + [Gs(To)-Gs(To)+Fs-1(To)-JPs_1(To)]/^s

=Tx+[F(ro)-AT.)]/≪'.
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Hence Toi->[F(TO)―F(T0)]/?rs mod. m defines a &-endomorphism of Ga,k, and

therefore, there exist b0,blf ･■■,bi^ms such that

F(X)-F(X)= 2 ^Zpi mod.ms+1.

By Lemma 3.9, we obtain

F(X)=P(X)+ S biXpi=F{X, ao+bo, a1+b1> - , Cj+^ ; Z) mod.ms+1,

and we are done.

3.11. Let $Ra.!rt be the subset of (m/mm)(iV) formed by the elements

(a0, aly ･･･)such that

arCpr+i-pr(aOfax, ･･･, Qr-i)=

2
pr +l_2pr+2ij＼

pr+1-2p

i
Cpr+i-pr+iiao, fli,･･･, ar_1)^r"imod.mm

for each r^O. Here Cj(a0,au ･■■, ar-i) is the polynomial defined by the coeffi-

cient of Xj in the expansion of F(k, a0, au ■･･, at: X) (cf. Def. 3.2).

We define a law of multiplication on yRa,tt) by

(a0,･･･, ar, ■■■)(bo,■■■, br, ･･･)=

/ Pr-1 ＼
(do+bo, ･･･ , arJrbr+ S Ci(a0, au ■･■, ar-i)cpr-i(b0> bu ■■･, br-i), ■■■)

Then 'SRu.ii->is isomorphic to the subgroup of the multiplicative group

(A/mmlX~])x, formed by the polynomials F(X) such that F(X)F(Y)=

FUXY+X+Y).

Moreover, let ta.^ denote the quotient of Wu.mi by the subgroup gener-

ated by U, 0, 0, ･･･)･ By [5], Cor. 3.6, Wu.^ is isomorphic to Exth(Ga＼ Q^).

4. Examples

In this section, we suppose that the residue fieldk is of characteristic£>Q.

Example 4.1. Suppose that p.＼pand v(ft)=m. Let / be an integer >1

which is not a power of p. Put r=orcL /. The relation

Implies

Cj =
(/

'

)

f pr-x/ 3~pr + i ＼(j
＼CprCj-pr―2j I II

2pr+2i

i

)

cj-Pr+iPr-

＼
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Ci

we obtain

where k

Cj =

implies

1
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{cprCj-pr-(-jF-l)cJ-prXpT} HlOd. tttro

vr
s

i=0

I

n

r = 0

ar(ar-^r)-(ar-(nr-l)^r)

/ pr+l-pr+i ＼

＼pr+l-2pr+2i)

mod. mm,

( pr+1-2pr+2i＼

＼cpr+i-pr+dpr-i mod. mm
＼ * /

a?_^P'-cP-i)Gr=o mod.m771.

{

CprCj-pr S I

1

Cj=7J

, where ^ ―{a^-X^-^^a^) mod. m.

j-2pr+2ij＼ i j J

-CprCj-pr mod. mm.

(/')

(Note that (kp*)=k mod. p and (k^+!)=0mod.pfor i,l^i^pr-l.) Hence
＼p / ＼p ―iI

I

a

r = 0

Ck

nrpr is the £-adic expansion of k, and therefore

F(X, a0, alt-,ai; X)=$(a0> X; X)<f>(au Xp; Xp)-<f>{aly Xpl; X*1) mod. mm

Moreover, the congruence relation

CprCpr+1-pr ―

reads

CprCpr+i-pr= (p ―l)Cpr+l-prApr mod. tt!m.

Hence we have

ar(ar-PrXar-2Xpr)-{ar-(p-l)Xpr)/(p-l)＼ =0 mod.mm

and therefore

It follows that F{X, a0, alt ･･･, at; X) satisfiesthe condition (#m) if and only

if a?-Apr(p-1)ar=0 mod. mm for each r^O.

The closed fiber of ea>!i'F:>is the extension of Ga k by G* *. defined bv the

2-cocycle 2 &

/si

XP*+YpJ-(X+Y)pi

P

Thus we recover [5], Cor. 3.8 and Th. 4.4, under the assumption that u＼p.

Example 4.2. Suppose that p＼Xand v(/j)=m. Let j be an integer >1

which is not a power of p. Put r=ordD /. The relation

(

1_

Jpr

)



Hence we obtain

where k― S n
r = o

Moreover.
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ck =
n

r = 0

(pr

mod. mm

rpr is the £-adicexpansion of k

the congruence relation

CprC pr+l-pr^
23

f = 0

reads

and therefore

/ pr +l_pr+i W pr +i-2pr+2i＼

icpr+i-pr+iP'-'mod. mm
＼pr^_2prjr2ij＼ { )

(pr+1＼

CprCpr+l-pr~＼ Cpr+lmod. tltm,
V Pr 1

P-z[pr+1-tpr＼ (Pr+1＼

a?/2 = ffr+i
mod. mm

f=1＼ Pr I ＼ t>r I

Hence F(X, a0, ax, ■■■,at; X) satisfies the condition (#m) if and only if

cr+1 mod.m ,pr I
i.e. a?

pr+1＼

ar+1 mod. mm

483

for each r^O.

The closed fiber of e<-x>?'･*">is the extension of Ga,k by Ga,k, defined by

the 2-cocycle S £,-

J21

£

.?■―

Xpl+YpS-(X+Y)pl

i{

p

P-z/
.5-,/S

where

Pr+l-ipr ＼ /

Corollary 4.2.1. The canonical

surjectiveif pv(p)<(p―l)m.

pr+1)

pr 1
a A mod. m.

map Exth(Sa＼ 5W)->Ext|(G≪,*, Ga,k) is

Proof. It is sufficientto remark that Extl(Ga *, Ga k) is generated by the

2-cocycles S 77,-

J21

XP*+Ypi-(X+Y)pi

P

with [5], example 3.4)

yj<=k(see [6], Ch. VII, 2.7). (Compare

Example 4.3. Suppose that fi＼pand p＼k. Then

and therefore

<b{ar,Fr; X)= 21(ar*pr)7*! mod.mm

1= 0
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F(X, Co, au ■■■, at; X) = (arXpry/i＼ mod. mm.

Moreover, F(X, a0> au ･･■, aL; X) satisfies the condition (#m) if and only if

apr=0 mod. mm for each r^O. Hence cpr-i(a0, ■■■, ar-i)Ci(b0, ■･■, 6r-i)=0 mod.

mm for each r^l and each i with l<i^pr~l if (a0, au ■■■),{b0, bu ■･■)^Wa,^-

Therefore ^a.^―^-iX,^ is isomorphic to the additive group (ms/mmYN＼ where

[m//>]+l if

m/p if

(p, m)=l

p＼m.

The closed fiber of ea-'i''F:>is the extension of Ga k by Ga k, defined by the

2-cocycIe S £j
Xpi+Ypj-(X+Y)p}

P
where £,･ ― apj-i mod. m.

Corollary 4.3.1. (1) Assume thatp does not dividem. Then thecanonical

map Exth(Sa＼ S^)-^Extl(Ga,k, Ga.k)is zero.

(2) Assume thatp dividesm. Then the canonicalmap Exts(Sa＼ 5(/o)―>

ExtU^a.s, Ga.k)is surjectiveif the residuefieldk is perfect.

Proof. We have only to note that the equation Xp=fia mod. mm has a

solution in A for any a^A if k is perfect, (cf. [5], 4.5.)

We have computed the group of extensions Exth(Sa＼ 5C/O)of smooth affine

1-dimensional S-groups <?c;)and <?c/o. We conclude this article by noting that a

smooth affine 2-dimensional S-group is not necessarily obtained by an extension

of smooth 1-dimensional S-groups, even though its generic fiber and its special

fibre are extensions of smooth 1-dimensional groups each.

4.4. Suppose that k=£Fp. Let i be a uniforrnizing parameter of A, and

let m be an integer >2. Put X―it171'1and n=xm. We choose an element a^A

such that the image of a in k is not contained in Fp(ak). Then the polynomial

F(X)=l + aXX satisfiesthe condition (#m) (cf. Remark 3.7). Let G denote the

smooth affine S-group eaiti;F:>:

G=SpecAlX0, Xu l/(XXo+l), l/(i≪Z1+F(Xo))].

By our assumption on m, the closed fiber Gk is isomorphic to (Ga,kY- More

precisely, the comultiplication of k＼_G~＼= k{_XQ, X1']= A[X0, Xu 1/(XXO+1),

l/ifiX.+FiX^^k is defined by

^Yoi―>*o(g)l + l<g)*o, ^i≫―> ^101 + 10^1.

Let H be the closed ^-subgroup of Gk=(Ga kf defined by the ideal(Xf―Xo) in



a(Z.p;f>

Gm.S >(Gm,sT .

Since G is the Neron blow-up of H in G, Gr,s is the Neron blow-up of

(Gr s)kr＼Hin Gr s(cf. Cor. 1.9). As is shown above,
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k＼_G~]= k＼_X0,X{], and let ft: G-+G be the Neron blow-up of H in G. Since G

is smooth over S and H^Ga_
k
is smooth over k, G is smooth over S ([9], Th. 1.7).

Under these notations, we get the following assertion.

4.4.1. Any flatl-dimensional dosed S-subgroup of G is not smooth.

Proof. For integers r, s, we define an injective S-homomorphism

by

U＼―>Tr, Fi―>TS: A＼U,U-＼ V,V~^―>A[T,T-1].

By the general theory of algebraic tori,we know that any closed fC-subgroup

of dimension 1 of (GmiK)2 is the form of <pr,s(Gm,K),where r, s are integers

with (r, s)=l or (r, s)=(0, 1),(1, 0). We identify the generic fiber G^(resp. GK)

to (C?m,*)2 via the isomorphism $K°a&>*>F>: GK^(Gm,Kf (resp. a£r-F>: GK^

{Gm,K)2)- Let Gr,s (resp. Gr,s) denote the flat closure of <pr,s(Gm,K)in G (resp.

G). We show that the closed fiber (Gr,s)* is isomorphic to apxGa,k, which

implies our assertion together with Prop. 1.6.

Note firstthat the subgroup <pr,s(GmiK) of GK=(Gm,K)2 is defined by the

ideal (Ut-Vr) = ((XX0+iy-(tiX1+F(X0))r) in K＼U, U'＼ V, V~^=KIX,, Xu

1/UZo+l), l/(fiX1+F(X0))']. By our assumption that v([i)=ni and v(X)=m―l,

(XX0+iy~(fiX1 + F(X0)y = (sXX0+l)-(raU0+l)=(s-ra)XXo mod. m .

By the choice of a, s―ra is invertible in A. Hence Gr,s is defined by the ideal

({UXo+iy-iptX^FiX^y}/*) in AIG-]=AIXO> Xlt 1/(XXO+1), l/C^+FC^o))].

Now we define an S-homomorphism <pr,s:2Cfi:>-^G=<5a'M''F>by

XQ h―> {{fiX+iy-l}/X, X, >―* {(jUz+l)'-flUA'+l)'- + a-l}/i≪:

^[Zo, Xlt 1/U^o+l), l/iftXi+FiXo))-] ―+ A＼_X,1/(^+1)] .

Then <pT,s:gw->G factors through 5c/;)-^Gr,s->G, and we can see that $c*°->

Gr,s is an isomorphism. Hence we obtain a commutative diagram of S-srrouos:

<pr,s

Gr.S * G
I

aw
I
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{(XXo+iy-{ftX1+F(Xo))r}/X=(s-ra)Xo=O mod. m.

Hence (Gr,s)k is defined by the ideal ((s―ra)X0) in k[_C] = k[X0, X{], and

therefore, (Gr,s)*H# is defined by the ideal ((s-ra)X0, X?―Xo) in fc[G]=

k[X0> Xi}. Hence {Gr,s)kr＼H is defined by the ideal (Zp) in ^[Gr,s]=^[X].

Then A[Gr,sl=A[X, l/(ftX+l), Y~＼/{nY-Xp), and therefore fc[Gr,,]=

Remark 4.4.2. The exact sequence of S-groups

0 ―> Go.i ~* G ―> Ga> ―> 0

is the Neron blow-up of the exact sequence of &-groups

F

0 -―> ap ―> Ga, k ―*･ Ga, k ―> 0

in

0 ―> Go.i ―> G ―> Qa' ―> 0

(cf. Theorem 1.9).
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